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Never worry about temperature
reporting again.



Importance of  Temperature Monitoring

Fridges & Freezers Bars & Restaurants Food Trucks Cold Storage

Real Time Information

Food safety starts with temperature monitoring. Multiple food-borne
diseases have developed due to the mismanagement and
unawareness of the importance of food temperature monitoring.
Monitoring and reporting automatically of temperatures minimises
the risk of compromising stock. 



The TempReporter Solution

Sensors
Connect your fridges, freezers and
cold rooms in minutes with the
TempReporter sensors. 

No WiFi or SIM required, long
battery lifetime on sensors.

Always have visibility, wherever you
are with our iOS and Android App. 

Alerts to your phone for non-
compliant readings. 

24/7 Visibility

Receive fully compliant &
automated  HACCP reports directly
to your email inbox. 

Reporting



The TempReporter Difference

The TempReporter detects your most important
temperatures 24/7 & automatically logs readings every 15
minutes. Reports are auto-filled to comply with HACCP
recommendations regarding temperature monitoring.

iOS and Android App available to ensure visibility at all times.
Manage all your temperature sensitive locations in one app,
set desired recording ranges, setup frequency of receiving
HACCP reports. 

Our sensors are AA battery powered and last for years. 

Setup is easy and only takes a few minutes.

We don't need WiFi or SIM cards to send the data. This
ensures that even when the power goes out, the
TempReporter will monitor the temperatures and log reports.

When you're travelling, keep and eye on your store's
temperatures with the app.



App Home Screen.  
Easy to view all your

monitored areas.

View all the temperatures
for past 24 hrs quickly.

Each area to be logged
can be given a friendly

name so it's easy to
identify. Set report type

and frequency.

Set desired temperature
range to be logged for

each area. Setup alarms
for out of range.

Information at your fingertips
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About TempReporter

TempReporter makes it easy for Food handling businesses to
monitor and report temperature recordings, while ensuring
compliance with HACCP requirements. 

TempReporter is a Remote Signals Limited Product. 

Product is Designed and Made in Ireland 

www.tempreporter.com 

visit www.remotesignals.ie

For more information about Remote Signals 


